
Seen In Perspecti
Have you ever wondered why certain arcade
games such as Asteroids and Battle Zone have
such sharp, crisp screen displays compared with
those generated by most home computers?

How are those smooth zoom-effects and
perspective drawings achieved? Producing them
on a home computer is no easy matter, even with
plenty of experience. If it were, you'd see more
programs that use these techniques. There are very
few, and those that exist are not as impressive.

These arcade effects are possible because of the
method used to generate the display. This method
differs from that used in home computers, not only
in the electronics and the programs used, but also
in the construction of the display tube itself.

As explained in the article on monitors (see
page 132), the picture on a television or monitor
tube is produced by moving an electron beam
across the phosphor in a series of lines, turning it
on and off to produce dots of varying intensities.
An image on the screen, therefore, is made up of
small dots that He on a series of lines, like beads on
a string. This system is known as `raster graphics
after the series of lines ('rasters') drawn on l
screen by the beam.

As you will notice next time you to an
arcade, the display in the Asteroids game seems to
be made up of `wires', with no solid areas and no
shading. Everything that makes up the image is
either black or bright, whatever the colour.

This is the clue to the fact that these arcade
machines use a different principle to produce the
image. Instead of starting with a dot, at the top left-
hand comer of the screen and building up the
picture in lines, they move the dot only to where it
is required. Thus, if a square is needed the beam
describes  a square shape. Making the square
bigger or smaller is simply a case of applying a
larger or smaller voltage to the deflection coils

ound the neck of the tube, which are the magnets
at actually direct the beam.
Multiple shapes are almost as simple since, after
wing the first one, the beam is simply turned

owed to a new position and turned on again,
re repeated. Once all the objects

The object is drawn as a series of 'vecto A
vector is a line with a specified length. d
direction, and the system is known as `v r
graphics', distinguishing it from the raster gra
system used in televisions and monitors.

How can you achieve these effects at home
without buying your own arcade machine? Not
long ago this was impossible but now a domestic
video games machine called Vectrex is available,
which works on the vector graphics principle.

The Vectrex is a specialised console unit with its
own dedicated screen and joystick unit. It runs on
cartridges, much like any games console, and most
of the popular vector graphic games are availab
on it, plus others unique to the Vectrex.
manufacturers, Milton Bradley, say they inte
introduce a full keyboard and a
programming cartridge as an add-on soon.
machines have a major disadvanta

Hyperchase
The Vectrex is a dedicated video
games console. It is the only
domestic unit to make use of
'vector graphics' in its inbuilt
screen, rather than tre 'raster
Scan' method used by
televisions and monirors.
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